MESSAGE FROM ARCHBISHOP JOSÉ GOMEZ
Following please find in English and Spanish information on the new partnership with Fox 11
Los Angeles to air Sunday Mass on TV for the faithful during the coronavirus pandemic on
channel 13. Please share this information widely. Thank you.
FOX11 Los Angeles will air the weekly English Sunday Masses, at 10 a.m., from the Cathedral of
Our Lady of the Angels, through KCOP Channel 13, an affiliate station of Fox 11 Los Angeles,
during the COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) pandemic. The broadcaster aired the Easter Sunday
Mass in English celebrated by Archbishop José H. Gomez, which provided thousands of families,
especially those with no access to the Internet, the opportunity to gather as a family to celebrate
Mass in their home.
Since the unprecedented decision to suspend the public celebration of Mass to prevent the spread
of COVID-19, Archbishop José H. Gomez continues encouraging the faithful to keep participating
in the Holy Mass via television, radio and online.
“Even though we cannot publicly gather in communion to celebrate our faith, I encourage our
faithful to continue to participate in the Holy Mass via television, radio and online so that we may
continue to pray together for the Lord’s grace and mercy in our time of need,” said Archbishop
Gomez.
Univision Los Angeles, has been airing and will continue to air daily and Sunday Masses in
Spanish at 7 a.m. from the Cathedral directly into homes over the air via Univision’s
local UniMás KFTR-TV, Channel 46 since the Archdiocese announced the closure of parishes on
March 16.
Catholic media are also helping to bring Holy Mass directly to Catholic faithful airing Masses in
English and Spanish on cable, radio and via the internet on Relevant Radio (930AM), The Catholic
Channel on SiriusXM, Guadalupe Radio and El Sembrador TV and Radio (ESNE).
Catholics can find a listing of available livestreams and broadcasts of Masses in the Archdiocese
at lacatholics.org/mass-for-the-homebound so that they may continue to pray at home with their
families and join to the sacrifice of the Mass.
For more information on the efforts of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles to limit the spread of the
pandemic, visit lacatholics.org/emergency/.

